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Visitor security solutions for schools to better secure their students 
Introduction: The perception of safety in Latin America is one of the largest concerns of governments and 
organizations in almost all countries of the region. This circumstance leads education institutions to consider 
measures that can help make their facilities a “safe place” for their students and staff. 

By HID Global 

For many education institutions in Latin America, to be able to 
identify who is inside their facilities with an ID card issued by 
the institution, and knowing where they are at any given time, 
have become essential tasks in the last few years. Such 
identification practices allow in many cases to increase the 
levels of security inside schools, helping students and 
teachers to be focused in the learning process. 
Consequently, the implementation of access control systems 
is growing significantly in the schools and universities of Latin 

America, to control and regulate who walks inside their facilities and why. Another 
purpose why educative centers are installing access control system is to monitor working 
and class attendance. However, the main reason continues to be the need of protection 
for people and school properties from criminality. 
People from Latin America have a perception of a high level of insecurity. In 26 
countries, over 50% of their population declared to feel “unsafe” walking alone at night, 
and 5 out of 10 feel that the safety in their countries has deteriorated, according to the 
survey LAPOP-UNDP 2012, implemented by the United Nations Development Program. 
Specifically regarding schools, the University and High Schools Association of Puebla, 
Mexico (AUIEMSS in Spanish) announced that over 200 criminal acts took place in the 
surroundings of the 60 educational institutions of the guild.  

Secure schools 

One way to help prevent and reduce the presence of unwanted visitors is the use of 
proper ID cards for the school community, and visitor management software integrated 
to Physical Access Control Systems, known as PACS, devices that can be installed in 
doors or turnstiles at the entrances, for example. 
First, it’s important to understand what issues arise when a visitor management system 
isn’t present. In many organizations, visitors are usually asked to sign a paper visitor log. 
While the paper method of keeping track of visitors is perceived as quick and easy, it 
provides little security and poses other problems, such as: 
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- Names are often illegible, or are false. 
- In an emergency such as a fire, it is impossible to quickly determine who is still in 

the building (check out times are not always required). 
- Information regarding who has visited the building can be seen by anyone, but 

this information should be confidential (and in some environments, law mandates 
it to be confidential). 

- The paper log and hand-written visitor badges, presents a poor image to visitors 
and communicates a message of “soft” security. 

Many school boards in the region have taken these aspects under account and begun to 
implement security systems, including PACS for students, personnel and visitors. These 
solutions are customized depending if it’s a public or private institution. For example, in a 
private school, PACS can be used in the main pedestrian and vehicular access, and 
offices. In public schools, they could be installed at faculty doors, accessing offices, 
computer rooms and vehicular access for the institution employees. 
A good example of how the entry of visitors can be managed in educational institutions 
is the Ballston Spa School in the State of New York, where they installed EasyLobby 
software, developed by HID Global. The institution was looking for a simple and quick 
method to issue photo ID badges and compile data on who enters and leaves their 
buildings. 
At this school, the decision was made because the administration felt that paper sign-in 
logs were no longer sufficient to provide the information needed to understand and 
manage visitors in their campus. EasyLobby, thanks to its “self-explanatory interface and 
features such as the ability to change the layout of badges given to visitors”, was the 
best solution to be implemented. The solution allowed scholar security staff to customize 
the system to their needs, while offering parents an “increased sense of security”, 
explained Edwin Martin, Coordinator of Facilities and Security at Ballston Spa School.  
 

It’s all in the ID card 
As mentioned before, hand-written badges offer a poor image of the institution, plus the 
quality of the ID cards held by the school community gives a sense of formality as an 
official document, and increases security by preventing forgeries. 
It’s possible to find technology in the market to print customized ID cards, regardless of 
the kind of card (contact and contactless, magnetic band and proximity cards). Some of 
these solutions can be cost-effective and improve efficiency when issuing ID cards to 
new students every year, and reissuing them in case of loss. 
A cost-effective option for printing ID cards for schools visitors is the HID Global card 
printer FARGO C50, a compact device for use out of the box, capable of printing any 
kind of card, anywhere, in five minutes. 
This device, used in combination with the EasyLobby visitor management software, can 
be an economic solution to solve the problem of hand-written badges and paper logs for 
visitors at a reasonable price, offering a higher level of security and a more professional 
look for the institution. 
With this software, when registering a visitor, a time and date stamp is added to the 
visitor’s record, while printing a badge or an ID card, which can be customized to match 
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the institutional image thanks to the 300+ badge templates to choose from as well as a 
custom designer option that enables the school to customize the look and features of its 
badge. Also, self-expiring badges can be created, which will show up with a red stop 
sign in a list that compiles the badges that have expired. 

 
Todo está en la credencial 

As mentioned before, hand-written badges offer a poor image of 
the institution, plus the quality of the ID cards held by the school 
community gives a sense of formality as an official document, and 
increases security by preventing forgeries. 
It’s possible to find technology in the market to print customized ID 
cards, regardless of the kind of card (contact and contactless, 
magnetic band and proximity cards). Some of these solutions can 
be cost-effective and improve efficiency when issuing ID cards to 
new students every year, and reissuing them in case of loss. 
A cost-effective option for printing ID cards for schools visitors is the HID Global card 
printer FARGO C50, a compact device for use out of the box, capable of printing any 
kind of card, anywhere, in five minutes. 
This device, used in combination with the EasyLobby visitor management software, can 
be an economic solution to solve the problem of hand-written badges and paper logs for 
visitors at a reasonable price, offering a higher level of security and a more professional 
look for the institution. 
With this software, when registering a visitor, a time and date stamp is added to the 
visitor’s record, while printing a badge or an ID card, which can be customized to match 
the institutional image thanks to the 300+ badge templates to choose from as well as a 
custom designer option that enables the school to customize the look and features of its 
badge. Also, self-expiring badges can be created, which will show up with a red stop 
sign in a list that compiles the badges that have expired. 
 
Benefits and best practices 
Visitor management software has helped hundreds of educational centers discover the 
benefits (protection of students, faculty and personnel) of replacing outdated paper logs 
with accessible card badging and ID card printing, solutions that can be accessible for 
any need and budget. The good news is that this technology is available in Latin 
America, with prices that can match any budget. 
Some of the other benefits of using this solution at education institutions are:  

- Streamlining the visitor check-in process. 
- Capturing detailed visitor information more accurately and automatically. 
- Easily performing analysis and reporting on visitor data across multiple locations. 
- Tight integration with existing access control systems to improve security. 

Security should be a top priority for any organization that welcomes visitors to its 
facilities, regardless of their size or activity. For schools, in addition to keeping better 
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track of who is in the buildings and the reason for their presence there, they can also 
show a more security-conscious and professional image to students, teachers, 
employees, parents, and of course, their visitors. The security perception a school 
projects plays a major role in the decision-making process for the parents who are 
looking for the best centers to educate their children. 
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